
ACTIVITY: Swimming 
CASE: GSAF 1950.10.08 
DATE: Sunday October 8, 1950 
LOCATION: The incident took place in the 
Pacific Ocean 1.6 kilometres south of 
Imperial Beach, a suburb of San Diego, 
California, USA.  
32º34.9'N, 117º08.4'W 
 
NAME: Robert Campbell 
DESCRIPTION: A 30-year-old male wearing 
a buff-colored bathing suit and green swim 
fins. 
 
BACKGROUND 
WEATHER: The sky was overcast and dark, 
and the air temperature was slightly cooler 
than the sea.. 
SEA CONDITIONS: The water temperature 
was 16ºC. 
ENVIRONMENT: The sea floor was “cobble-
size gravel” with sea grass, Phyllospadix sp., 
scattered generously throughout the area. 
DISTANCE FROM SHORE: 100 to 150 metres 
TIME: 12h00 
 
NARRATIVE: Robert Campbell and his companions — San Diego County lifeguards Alan 
Holder, Jim Lathers and Dave Hafley — were swimming 0.4 kilometres north of the mouth 
of the Tijuana River and Slough. The area is known for large northerly swells, creating 
excellent waves for body surfing. They were just seaward of the heavy surf line and waiting 
for a “good wave” to body surf. Holder was on a paddleboard about 20 metres beyond the 
others who were within a radius of about 10 metres of each other. Hafley was on air 
mattress, while Campbell and Lathers were swimming. Campbell was between Hafley and 
Lathers, separated from each by about five metres.  
 
Campbell related: “A sudden bump to my right leg was quickly followed by a weighted 
feeling, as if something were clinging to my leg. Within a second or two, I saw this large fish 
heading toward me from the right. Its head was just at or slightly below the surface. 
Instinctively, I began kicking violently to try and frighten the shark away.” Blood appeared at 
the surface as the shark rose up, showing a portion of its back and tail.  
 
Campbell reported, “The shark relaxed its grip momentarily before it began mouthing my leg 
from the middle of my thigh down to my ankle.” The shark finally released its hold on his 
foot and swam off. Campbell remained calm as he was placed on the paddleboard and 
taken to shore by his companions. 
 
INJURY: Dr. Hayes provided the following description of Campbell’s injuries: 
“The main gash is eight to 10 inches long [20 to 25 cm], six inches [15 cm] wide, and two 
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to 2.5 inches [5 to 6 cm] deep. It is on the lateral aspect of his right thigh. Muscle was 
shredded and hanging out of an ugly wound, very ragged. Below the knee the leg is 
lacerated, in both median and lateral aspects. The cuts extend through muscle. In the calf 
there are four or five parallel lacerations about one centimetre apart. There were some 
superficial lacerations on the foot and ankle. It is a marvel that no major artery, blood 
vessel or tendon was involved. The wounds indicated at least two bites, one above and 
the other below the knee. The wounds on the calf were on both sides, which suggests 
both the upper and lower jaws of the shark came into contact with the leg. His wounds 
were almost identical to shark attack victims I had treated some years ago on Guam and 
Iwo Jima. Patient retained control of movement in all parts of the foot. Much blood was 
lost so that the patient exhibited shock on arrival. He was given I.V. and morphine.” 

 
FIRST AID: Campbell was driven to Imperial Beach physican R. Morris Hayes, who 
administered immediate trauma care.  
 
TREATMENT: After completion of emergency treatment, Campbell was transported by 
ambulance to the U.S. Naval Hospital in San Diego, arriving in a mild state of shock. 
Surgeons required more than 150 sutures to close the lacerations to his right leg. Recovery 
was eventually complete. 
 
SPECIES: Campbell and his companions described the shark as dark grey in color and 
three to four metres total length. Lathers estimated the first dorsal fin height at 20 
centimetres with “about three to four feet [about one metre] between the first and second 
small fin.” The wound measurements, shark’s coloration, and length would suggest either a 
large carcharhinid shark or possibly a white shark. In the absence of a more definitive 
description of the shark, tooth fragments or photographs of the wounds, a positive 
identification of the species involved in this incident is not possible. 
 
SOURCES: Ralph Collier (2003), pages 6 to 8 
Long Beach Press-Telegram, Monday, October 9, 1950, page 16 
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